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Abstract
We study the problem of planning routes in road networks when certain streets or areas are closed
at certain times. For heavy vehicles, such areas may be very large since many European countries
impose temporary driving bans during the night or on weekends. In this setting, feasible routes may
require waiting at parking areas, and several feasible routes with different trade-offs between waiting
and driving detours around closed areas may exist. We propose a novel model in which driving and
waiting are assigned abstract costs, and waiting costs are location-dependent to reflect the different
quality of the parking areas. Our goal is to find Pareto-optimal routes with regards to arrival time
at the destination and total cost. We investigate the complexity of the model and determine a
necessary constraint on the cost parameters such that the problem is solvable in polynomial time.
We present a thoroughly engineered implementation and perform experiments on a production-grade
real world data set. The experiments show that our implementation can answer realistic queries in
around a second or less which makes it feasible for practical application.
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1 Introduction
Many European countries impose temporary driving bans for heavy vehicles. Driving may
be restricted during the night, on weekends, and on public holidays. Such bans may apply to
the whole road network of a country or parts of it. When routing a heavy vehicle from a
source to a destination, it is crucial to take these temporary driving bans into account. But
it is not only about heavy vehicles. Temporary closures of bridges, tunnels, border crossings,
mountain pass roads, or certain inner-city areas as well as closures due to roadworks may
affect all road users alike. In case of road space rationing in cities, the driving restriction
may depend on the license plate number. To sum up, temporary driving restrictions exist in
different forms, and the closing and re-opening times of a road segment must be considered
in the route planning.
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As a consequence of temporary driving restrictions, waiting times may be inevitable and
even last for hours. During such waiting hours, the vehicle must be parked properly, and
thus a suitable parking area has to be found. The driving time of the detour from and
to such a parking area should also be incorporated in the route planning. Unfortunately,
the underlying shortest (here: quickest) path problem becomes NP-hard if waiting is only
allowed at dedicated locations [14]. This is because in this case, the so-called FIFO (first in,
first out) property is not satisfied, that is, the property that a driver cannot arrive earlier by
departing later. Thus, our first research question is how we can consider dedicated waiting
locations without making the underlying problem NP-hard. It is our aim to obtain a feasible
running time even for long-distance routes.
In practice, we often find that small parking areas without any facilities like public toilets
or restaurants cause the least detour. So an algorithm that looks for the shortest route, that
is, a route with the shortest driving time, would select small parking areas in these cases,
provided that waiting is necessary. But the longer the waiting time is, the more vital a secure
and pleasant place for waiting becomes. So it may be important for the driver that nearby
facilities of the parking area and their quality are somehow taken into account as well. How
to do this is our second research question.
In our setting, a single-criterion objective is not practical. A driver may not always be in
favor of the shortest route if that means to spend a very long time waiting and to arrive at
the destination considerably later than on the quickest route, that is, a route with the earliest
arrival at the destination. Conversely, a driver may not always be interested in a quickest
route if that route means to take an unjustified long detour around temporarily closed road
segments that could be avoided by waiting in a comfortable place. In other words, an early
arrival at the destination (and thus low opportunity costs), little driving time (and thus low
fuel costs), and pleasant waiting conditions (and thus high driver satisfaction) are competing
criteria. Solutions can differ significantly with regards to these criteria. How to deal with
this and find reasonable routes is the third research question.
In this paper, we answer these questions as follows:
1. We present a model in which waiting is allowed at any vertex and any edge at any time in
the road graph but waiting on edges and waiting on those vertices that do not correspond
to parking areas is penalized. This is done by assigning a cost to time spent waiting there.
Since driving comes at a price, too, we also assign a cost per time unit spent driving.
As we will show, we can find a route with least costs in polynomial time if both cost
parameters are set to the same value.
2. We assume that the nearby facilities of a parking area and their quality can be expressed
by some single rating number. To take account of this, we assign a waiting cost to every
corresponding vertex as well. This cost is lower than the cost of waiting anywhere else in
the road graph, and it is even lower the higher the rating of the parking area is.
3. We return routes that are Pareto-optimal with regards to arrival time at the destination
on the one hand and total costs on the other. Despite the potentially larger output, our
algorithm still runs in polynomial time under the same condition as before.
As our experiments reveal, many queries within Europe are answered within milliseconds.
Except some pathological cases, even more complex queries with four or more Pareto-optimal
solutions are solved in less than a second.
Related Work. Many route planning problems are modeled as shortest path problems. To
this day, the theoretically fastest known algorithm to find shortest paths on graphs with
static non-negative edge weights is the algorithm of Dijkstra [9]. However, for many practical
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applications, it is not fast enough. One approach to speed up the computation is to reduce
the search space of Dijkstra’s algorithm by guiding the search towards the destination by
means of estimates of the remaining distance to the destination. It is known as the A*
algorithm [12]. Since the advent of routing services, a lot of research has been done on efficient
algorithms for routing in road networks. Routing services have to answer many queries on
the same network. This can be used to speed up shortest path queries through precomputed
auxiliary data. Many approaches exploit certain characteristics of road networks, for example
the hierarchical structure (freeways are more important than rural roads). For an extensive
overview, we refer to [1]. One particularly popular speed-up technique are Contraction
Hierarchies [11]. During preprocessing, additional shortcut edges are inserted into the graph,
which skip over unimportant vertices. This preprocessing typically takes a few minutes.
Then, shortest path queries can be answered in less than a millisecond.
A natural approach to handle driving restrictions is to model them as time-dependent
travel times [10]. For the blocked time, the travel time of the edge can be set to infinity.
Time-dependent route planning has also received some attention and effective speed-up
techniques are known [2, 3, 6, 5, 13].
Variants of our problem have been studied in the literature. In [7] a related problem
is discussed where nodes (not edges) have time windows and waiting is associated with a
cost. In [15] an overview is given over different exact approaches to solving shortest path
problems with resource constraints. Time windows on nodes are a specific kind of constraint
in this framework. More specialized models for routing applications have been proposed. The
authors of [17] study the problem of planning a single break, considering driving restrictions
and provisions on driver breaks. They aim to find only the route with the earliest arrival.
Contribution. We present a novel model that helps answer our three research questions in
the context of temporary driving restrictions and dedicated waiting locations. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first unifying approach that gives answers to all three research
questions. Our theoretical analysis reveals that our model can be solved to optimality
in polynomial time, given certain restrictions on the parameterization. The experimental
evaluation of our implementation demonstrates a practical running time.
Outline. In Section 2, we give a formal definition of the routing problem at hand. In
Section 3, we present an exact algorithm for this problem. In Section 4, we analyze the
complexity of the problem and show that our algorithm runs in polynomial time if the costs
for driving are the same as for waiting anywhere else than at a dedicated waiting location.
In Section 5, we describe techniques to speed-up the computation. In Section 6, we present
the main results of our experiments. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2 Problem
A problem instance comprises a road graph with ban intervals on edges, driving costs and
location-dependent waiting costs (or road graph with ban intervals and costs for short) as well
as a set of queries. The road graph is characterized by the following attributes:
A set V of n vertices and a set E of m directed edges.
A mapping Φ that maps each edge e ∈ E to a sequence of disjoint time intervals, where
the edge is considered to be closed during each interval. Precisely, for any ban interval
[tclosed, topen) ∈ Φ(e) of an edge e, topen denotes the first point in time after tclosed where
the edge is open again. Here and in the following, all points in time are integers and the
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length of an interval is denoted by |[tclosed, topen)| and equals topen − tclosed > 0. During
such a time span, a vehicle on the corresponding road segment must not move. We denote
the total number of ban intervals as b.
A mapping δ : E → N that maps each edge e := (u, v) ∈ E to the time δ(e) that it takes
to drive from u to v, provided the edge is open.
A mapping ρ that maps each vertex to a rating in {0, 1, . . . , r} with r ≤ n. Rating 0
means unrated, that is, it is assumed that it is highly difficult, dangerous, and not allowed
to park the vehicle there. In contrast to an unrated location, we call a vertex v with
ρ(v) > 0 a parking location.
A parameter set of abstract costs, consisting of d ∈ Q≥0, the cost per unit of driving
time, and wi ∈ Q≥0 for all i from 0 to r, the cost per time unit of waiting on a vertex
with rating i. Edges are always unrated so waiting there costs w0 per time unit. W.l.o.g.
wi < wi−1 holds for all i between 1 and r, that is, we assume that waiting on vertices
with a higher rating costs less than waiting on those with a lower rating.
A u-v-route is a triple (R,A,D) of three sequences of the same length ` := |R| = |A| = |D|.
Here, R is the sequence of vertices along the route. It describes a (not necessarily simple)
path in the graph that starts at u and ends in v, that is, ei := (R[i], R[i + 1]) ∈ E for all
1 ≤ i < ` and R[1] = u and R[`] = v. The other two sequences A and D denote the arrival
times and the departure times from the respective vertices, where A[i] ≤ D[i] for all 1 ≤ i ≤ `
and A[i+ 1]−D[i] ≥ δ(ei) for all 1 ≤ i < ` holds.
A query comprises a source s ∈ V and a destination z ∈ V as well as a planning horizon H.
The latter is defined as the time interval between an earliest departure time tmin from s and
a latest arrival time tmax at z. Waiting costs arise as soon as the planning horizon opens. For
a given query, we look for feasible s-z-routes. A route is feasible with respect to the planning
horizon if A[1] = tmin and D[`] ≤ tmax. In addition, ban intervals must be taken account
of. Let Ti := [D[i], A[i+ 1]) be the time interval in which the edge ei := (R[i], R[i+ 1])
of the route’s path is traversed. A route is feasible with respect to the ban intervals if∑
I∈Φ(ei) |Ti ∩ I| ≤ |Ti| − δ(ei) for all 1 ≤ i < `. Here,
∑
I∈Φ(ei) |Ti ∩ I| is the time during
which the edge between R[i] and R[i+ 1] is closed while the edge is being traversed.
Let travel time include driving time and waiting time. The travel time costs of a route
are the sum of the waiting time costs and the driving time costs. So given a route of length
`, the travel time costs are
∑`
i=1
wρ(R[i]) · (D[i]−A[i]) +
`−1∑
i=1
w0 · (A[i+ 1]−D[i]− δ(ei)) + d · δ(ei),
where we use ei := (R[i], R[i+ 1]). We say an s-z-route is Pareto-optimal (or simply optimal)
if it is feasible and if its travel time costs are less or its arrival time at z is earlier or equality
holds in both cases compared to any other feasible s-z-route. For a query, the objective is to
find a maximal set of (Pareto-)optimal s-z-routes such that no two routes in the set have
both the same arrival time at z and the same travel time costs.
3 Algorithm
The algorithm maintains a priority queue. Each entry of the queue consists of a vertex and a
point in time within the planning horizon as key. We say a vertex is visited at a certain point
in time whenever we remove the top entry from the queue, that is, an entry with the earliest
time among the entries in the queue. At every vertex v ∈ V , we store a time-dependent
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(a) Travel time function Te of an edge e with ban
intervals (grey) and a driving time δ(e) of 3. The
latest departure to be at v at time t is t− Te(t).
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(b) Cost profile of vertex v after linking, that is,
after considering travel time (dashed) and waiting
time at v (solid).
Figure 1 Computing the cost profile of a vertex v. Let v be adjacent to the source s via an edge
e := (s, v) with three ban intervals and a driving time δ(e) of 3. The corresponding travel time
function is given in Figure 1a. It is infinite between 0 = tmin and 3 = δ(e). In Figure 1b, we see
the cost profile Cv after considering the travel time along the edge (dashed) and after considering
waiting at v (solid). Here, the assumed cost parameters are wρ(s) = 0, wρ(v) = 0.5, and d = w0 = 2,
where wρ(s) = 0 implies that the cost profile Cs at the source is 0 over the whole planning horizon.
function Cv : H → Q≥0 ∪ {∞}. It maps a point in time t within the planning horizon H to
an upper bound on the minimum travel time cost over all s-v-routes that end in v at time t.
We call this function cost profile of v or, more general, label of v. The algorithm works in a
label correcting manner in the sense that a vertex may be visited multiple times, albeit at
different times within the planning horizon.
Before we describe the phases of the algorithm in greater detail, we introduce an auxiliary
time-dependent function Te for every edge e ∈ E. It maps a time t at the head v of an edge
e := (u, v) to the shortest travel time that it takes to traverse the edge from u to v completely
and be at v at time t, possibly including waiting time. That is, for a time t at v, Te(t) is the
minimum period p such that p−∑I∈Φ(e) |[t− p, t) ∩ I| ≥ δ(e) holds if such a p exists, and
∞ otherwise. In other words, t− Te(t) is the latest departure time from u in order not to
arrive at v later than at time t. An example is given in Figure 1a.
In the initialization phase of the algorithm, we set Cs(t) := wρ(s) · (t− tmin) for all t ∈ H.
For every other v ∈ V \ {s}, we set Cv(t) := ∞ for all t ∈ H. Furthermore, we insert the
source s with key tmin into the priority queue.
As long as the queue is not empty, we are in the main loop of the algorithm. In every
iteration of the main loop, we remove the top entry from the queue. Let us suppose we visit
a vertex u at time tvisit ≥ tmin. Then, we check for every edge e := (u, v) going out of u
whether we can improve the cost profile Cv of v. We do so in three steps. In the first step,
we consider the travel time along the edge and set
C′v(t) := Cu(t− Te(t)) + d · δ(e) + w0 · (Te(t)− δ(e)) (1)
for all t with tvisit + Te(t) ≤ t ≤ tmax. For all other t ∈ H we set C′v(t) :=∞. In the second
step, we consider waiting at v at cost wρ(v) per time unit and set
C′v(t) := min{C′v(t′) + wρ(v) · (t− t′) | tmin ≤ t′ ≤ t} (2)
for all t ∈ H. An example of the first two steps is illustrated in Figure 1b. Finally, in the
third step, we compare C′v and Cv. Let t∗ be the earliest point in time such that C′v(t∗) is
less than Cv(t∗) if such a time t∗ exists. Only if it exists, we set Cv(t) to the minimum of
Cv(t) and C′v(t) for all t∗ ≤ t ≤ tmax. Furthermore, we insert vertex v with key t∗ into the
priority queue or decrease the key if v is already contained.
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When the priority queue is empty, we enter the finalization phase of the algorithm. We say
a time-cost-pair (t, Cz(t)) with t ∈ H and Cz(t) <∞ is Pareto-optimal if there is no time t′
with tmin ≤ t′ < t and Cz(t′) ≤ Cz(t). In the finalization phase, we extract an s-z-route for
every Pareto-optimal time-cost-pair. So let such a time-cost-pair (t, Cz(t)) be given. In order
to find a corresponding route (R,A,D), we initially push z and t and t to the front of the
(empty) sequences R and A and D, respectively. The following is done iteratively until we
reach the source, that is, R[1] = s holds. First, we look for an incoming edge e := (u,R[1])
of R[1] and a departure time t from u with
Cu(t) + d · δ(e) + w0 · (Te(A[1])− δ(e)) = CR[1](A[1])
which must exist. We push u and t to the front of R and D, respectively. Then, we push the
earliest time t ≤ D[1] such that
CR[1](t) + wρ(R[1]) · (D[1]− t) = CR[1](D[1])
holds to the front of the arrival time sequence A, and continue with the next iteration. This
concludes the description of the finalization phase and thus the whole algorithm.
For the correctness of the algorithm it is important that the upper bound Cv(t) on the
minimum travel time cost is tight for all t ≤ tvisit and all v ∈ V whenever we visit a vertex
at time tvisit. After the main loop, it is tight for every t ∈ H and all v ∈ V , especially for z.
This can be proven by induction on the time of visit. The time of visiting a vertex increases
monotonically because whenever a vertex is inserted into the queue or its key is decreased,
the (new) value of that key can only be later than the current time of visit.
4 Analysis
In this section, we first show the intractability of the general problem. Then, we restrict
the problem by requiring the driving cost d to be equal to the unrated waiting cost w0, and
prove that our algorithm solves the restricted problem in polynomial time.
Intractability of the General Problem. The first two theorems show the intractability of
the general problem if d 6= w0. Parking locations are not used in the proofs, so already the
simplified problem without parking locations is intractable if d 6= w0.
I Theorem 1. If d < w0 then it is NP-complete to decide whether there is a feasible route
with travel time costs less than or equal to a given threshold k.
We prove this theorem in the full version of this paper by reduction from PARTITION.
I Theorem 2. If d > w0 then the number of Pareto-optimal routes can be exponential in the
number of vertices.
Given a number of vertices a graph with ban intervals can be constructed that has
exponentially many routes which are all Pareto-optimal. The construction and the proof
that all those routes are Pareto-optimal can be found in the full version of this paper.
Tractable Problem Variant. For the remaining analysis we assume d = w0. In the setting
without parking locations, there is only one optimal solution, since the quickest solution
has also the least cost. Hence, this setting is a single-criterion shortest path problem with
time-dependent edge weights that fulfill the FIFO property and can be solved in polynomial
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time with a time-dependent variant of Dijkstra’s algorithm [10], and also our algorithm
reduces to such a time-dependent Dijkstra variant and has polynomial running time. Now
we turn to the setting d = w0 with parking locations and show that it is still tractable.
Cost profiles are piecewise linear functions. An important aspect of our polynomial time
proof is to count the non-differentiable points of the profiles. The running time of each
profile operation of our algorithm is linear in the number of non-differentiable points of
the involved profiles. These points are either convex, concave, or discontinuous, meaning
an environment around such a point exists in which the profile is convex or concave or
discontinuous, respectively. In a discontinuous point, a profile is always jumping down.
The non-differentiable points in the cost profiles are induced by the travel time functions.
In our example of Figure 1a, the convex points are {4, 8, 11}, the concave points are {6, 9, 12},
and the discontinuous points are {10, 13, 15}. For a travel time function Te of an edge e,
we can assign a convex point t to the beginning of a ban interval in t, a concave point t to
the end of a ban interval in t, and a discontinuous point t to the end of a ban interval in
t−Te(t). From this initial assignment, we can derive a ban interval assignment of the convex
or discontinuous points of cost profiles. We omit to count the number of concave points of
a cost profile because every gradient of a piece must be in {w0, . . . , wr}, so the number of
consecutive concave points in a cost profile is limited by r.
Initially, a profile Cv of a vertex v has no convex or discontinuous points. Such points may
be introduced in the third step of an iteration of the algorithm when the auxiliary profile C′v
is merged into Cv. In the second step of an iteration, no new convex or discontinuous points
can arise in C′v, so all such points must be created in C′v in the first step. Since d = w0, C′v(t)
is set to Cu(t − Te(t)) + d · Te(t) (compare Equation (1)) for some edge e = (u, v) in this
step. If tv is a convex or discontinuous point of C′v, then Te must be convex or discontinuous
in the same point in time, or Cu must be convex or discontinuous in tu := tv − Te(tv). In
the former case, tv inherits the assignment of the same point in time in Te, whereas in the
latter case, tv inherits the assignment of tu in Cu. Since the cost profiles change during the
algorithm, we do not only assign a ban interval to every convex or discontinuous point but
also an iteration. Again, in the former case, tv is assigned the current iteration, whereas in
the latter case, tv inherits the iteration assignment of tu in Cu.
I Lemma 3. If d = w0 then a cost profile after iteration i has at most ib convex and at most
ib discontinuous points.
Proof. In the following, we denote the state of the profile Cv after iteration i by Civ. Let tv
be a convex or discontinuous point of Civ that is assigned both to an iteration k and to a ban
interval of some edge with head x. We can follow the inheritance relation until we finally reach
a convex or discontinuous point tx in Ckx . By induction, we have Civ(tv) = Ckx(tx) +d · (tv− tx).
Now suppose there are two convex or two discontinuous points t1v < t2v in the profile Civ that are
assigned to the same ban interval and the same iteration k, so they can be traced back to the
same point tx in Ckx . Then the previous observation implies that Civ(t2v)−Civ(t1v) = d · (t2v − t1v)
holds, that is, the profile Civ must contain a piece with gradient d that contains both t1v
and t2v. But then t2v can neither be convex nor discontinuous. Hence, two convex or two
discontinuous points must differ in their assigned ban interval or their assigned iteration and
there can only be ib discontinuous and convex points, respectively. J
I Lemma 4. If d = w0 then the total number of iterations is at most 2n(b(r + 1) + 1).
As in the proof of Lemma 3 we use the ban interval assignment of convex and discontinuous
points. Every visit of a vertex can either be assigned to the start or end of a ban interval,
or it can be assigned to a concave point of the final cost profile of the vertex. The detailed
proof is omitted due to space limitations and can be found in the full version of this paper.
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I Theorem 5. If d = w0 then the running time of the algorithm is polynomial.
Proof. From Lemma 3 with the bound from Lemma 4 it follows that the number of pieces
of any profile that is constructed during the algorithm is polynomial.
We now estimate the overall running time of our algorithm: Lemma 4 states that the
total number of iterations is polynomial. In every iteration of the algorithm one vertex is
considered and for its outgoing edges the profiles are updated with a running time linear
in the number of pieces of the profiles. The adjacent vertices are inserted into the priority
queue or their keys are decreased. Since the size of the priority queue is at most the total
number of vertices also the running time of the priority queue operations is polynomial. J
5 Implementation
The past decade has seen a lot of research effort on the engineering of efficient route planning
algorithms. This section describes the speed-up techniques we employ in our implementation
and some implementation details.
We store cost profiles as a sorted list of pieces. Each piece is represented as a triple: a
point in time from which this piece is valid, the costs it takes to reach the vertex at the
beginning of the piece and the incline of the piece. For each piece we also store a parent
vertex. This allows us to efficiently reconstruct routes by traversing the parent pointers.
We employ A* to guide the search toward the destination vertex. The queue is ordered
by the original key plus an estimate of the remaining distance (here: driving time) to the
destination. The estimate for vertex u is denoted by piz(u). We use the exact shortest driving
time to z without driving restrictions as the potential. This is the best possible potential
in our case. We efficiently extract these exact distances from a Contraction Hierarchy [11],
as described in [16]. Since our algorithm has to run until the queue is empty, we can not
immediately terminate when we reach the destination. However, we get a tentative cost
profile at the destination. This allows for effective pruning. Additionally, we do not need to
insert a vertex u into the queue when tvisit + piz(u) > tmax holds, that is, we cannot reach
the destination from u within the planning horizon.
We employ pruning to avoid linking and merging when possible using the following rules:
Consider a vertex u that is visited at tvisit. Before relaxing any outgoing edges, we
first check if u can actually contribute to any optimal route to z. If Cu(t) + piz(u) · d >
Cz(t+ piz(u)) for all t with tvisit ≤ t < tmax, u can not contribute to an optimal route to
z and can thus be skipped.
Let α(u) := min{t | Cu(t) < ∞} be the first point in time such that u can be reached
with finite costs and ∞ if no such point exists. For each vertex u, we maintain a lower
bound β(u) := mint{Cu(t)} and an upper bound γ(u) := maxt>α(u){Cu(t)} or ∞, if there
are no finite costs. They can be updated efficiently during the merge operation. An edge
(u, v) only needs to be relaxed if β(u) + δ(u, v) · d ≤ γ(v) or α(u) + δ(u, v) < α(v).
When all of the pieces of the cost profile of a vertex u share the same parent vertex v
and ρ(u) = 0, the edge (u, v) back to the parent does not need to be relaxed as loops can
never be part of an optimal route unless they include waiting at a parking location.
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Table 1 Rating and default waiting cost by capacity of parking locations. The driving cost is
the same as the cost for waiting at unrated vertices.
Capacity of parking locations ≥ 80 ≥ 40 ≥ 15 ≥ 5 ≥ 1 -
Rating 5 4 3 2 1 0
Default waiting costs 3 4 5 6 7 14
Number of parking locations 448 997 2 664 5 418 5 748 21.9M
6 Experimental Evaluation
Our algorithm is implemented in C++14 and compiled with Visual C++. For the CH-
potentials, we build upon the Contraction Hierarchy implementation of RoutingKit1 [8]. All
experiments were conducted on a Windows 10 Pro machine with an Intel i7-7600 CPU with a
base frequency of 3.4GHz and 32GB of DDR4 RAM. The implementation is single-threaded.
Our experimental setup is taken from [4]. We perform experiments on a road network used
in production by PTV2. The network is adapted from data by TomTom3. It covers Austria,
France, Germany, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, and Switzerland. It has 21.9 million
vertices and 47.6 million edges. We use travel times, driving bans, and road closures for a
truck with a gross combined weight of 40 tons. Driving bans were derived from the current
legislation of the respective countries. This includes Sunday driving bans in all countries,
a late Saturday driving ban in Austria and night driving bans in Austria, Liechtenstein
and Switzerland. Additionally, there is a Saturday driving ban in Italy during the summer
holidays. The dataset also includes several local road closures in city centers.
Parking locations were taken from data by Truck Parking Europe4. There is a total of
15 317 vertices classified as parking locations in our data set. The dataset also contains the
capacity of each parking location. We assign each parking location a rating between 1 and 5
depending on its capacity. Table 1 shows the number of parking locations for each rating
and our default waiting costs. We also evaluate different parameterizations. The waiting
costs are calculated such that for an hour of waiting a detour of up to four minutes will be
taken to get to a parking location rated better by one. For waiting at the source vertex of a
query, we assign zero waiting costs regardless of the rating.
We generate two sets of source-destination pairs and combine them with different planning
horizons. The first set is used to evaluate the practicality of our model. It is designed to make
the algorithm cope with the night driving ban in Austria and Switzerland. We select 100
pairs of vertices. One vertex is randomly selected from the area around southern Germany.
The other vertex is selected from the area around northern Italy. See the full version of this
paper for coordinates and a visualization. We store each pair in both directions. Hence, we
have 200 vertex pairs in this set. The planning horizon starts at Monday 2018/7/2, 18:00
with length one day (query set A1) and two days (A2). Figure 2 depicts an example from A1.
The second set is generated by selecting 100 source vertices uniformly at random. From
each source vertex, we run Dijkstra’s algorithm without a specific target ignoring any driving
restrictions. Dijkstra’s algorithm explores the graph by traversing vertices in increasing
distance of the source vertex. We use the order in which vertices are settled to select
1 https://github.com/RoutingKit/RoutingKit
2 https://ptvgroup.com
3 https://tomtom.com
4 https://truckparkingeurope.com
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Figure 2 Optimal paths of an example query from northwestern Austria to northern Italy, slightly
south of Milano. The source is indicated by a red, the destination by a yellow marker. The other
markers indicate the parking locations along the respective routes. The blue route in the east has
the shortest driving time, around 10.5 hours, but the latest arrival. It schedules a waiting time of
seven hours during the night driving ban at a parking location of rating 4 and afterwards takes
the fastest route to the destination. The green route in the middle arrives an hour earlier at the
destination but the driving time is over two hours longer. This route includes three hours of waiting
at a parking location of rating 5. The black route in the west takes 16 hours to drive, includes only
a few minutes of waiting and arrives six minutes before the green one.
destination vertices with different distances from the source. Every 2ith settled vertex
with i ∈ [12, 24] is stored. We denote i as the rank of the query. This results in 1 300
source-destination pairs. We combine these vertex pairs with four planning horizons: starting
at Friday 2018/7/6, 06:00 for one day (denoted as query set B1), for two days (B2) and
starting later that day at 18:00 for one day (B3) and for two days (B4).
We first investigate whether allowing waiting everywhere (albeit penalized) may lead to
unwanted results in practice. On the one hand, routes with many stops are impractical. Our
experiments indicate that this is not the case: Accross all routes for A1, there is at most one
additional stop scheduled (0.2 on average). On the other hand, let us call a route precarious
if waiting is scheduled at an unrated location (other than the source vertex). For 187 of the
200 queries of A1, there is no precarious route in the Pareto set. For the other 13 queries,
the Pareto set always contains more than one route, and it is always only the quickest route
in the Pareto set that is precarious. So filtering out such routes in a postprocessing step does
not make a query infeasible. On average, the second quickest route in the Pareto set arrives
422 s later than the quickest but precarious route (minimum 38 s, maximum 877 s).
We also evaluate the influence of different waiting cost parameterizations on the per-
formance and the results of our algorithm. Table 2 depicts the results. We observe that
the parametrization has only limited influence on the results of the algorithm. The average
number of optimal routes and the arrival time deviation change only very little even between
the two most extreme configurations. Since waiting at the source vertex costs nothing, the
majority of the waiting in all configurations is scheduled there. When waiting at parking
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Table 2 Query statistics for different waiting cost parameters for query set A1. The first six
columns show the waiting cost parameters. Waiting costs at the source are always set to zero. The
waiting time columns depict the share of the time spent waiting at vertices with the respective
rating summed up over all routes. The routes column gives the average number of optimal routes
per query. The arrival time deviation column contains the average of the difference between earliest
and latest arrival time among all optimal routes for all queries. Running times are also averaged.
Optimal Arrival time Running
Waiting time by rating [%] Routes deviation time
w5 w4 w3 w2 w1 w0 = d s 5 4 3 2 1 0 [#] [h:mm] [ms]
1 10 50 100 1000 10000 59.4 2.5 5.8 23.3 3.1 2.8 3.1 3.02 2:21 364.1
1 2 4 8 16 128 62.2 3.5 6.5 19.8 2.1 2.8 3.1 3.02 2:20 412.3
1 2 4 8 16 32 70.8 6.0 5.1 12.1 1.0 1.9 3.1 2.96 2:20 435.4
3 4 5 6 7 14 79.3 6.2 3.1 4.6 1.5 2.0 3.3 2.86 2:17 529.4
16 24 28 30 31 32 85.2 4.6 1.1 3.3 1.1 1.1 3.6 2.71 2:14 742.2
locations is much cheaper than driving, less waiting time will be scheduled at the source and
more waiting at parking locations. Also, clear differences between the costs lead to a better
running time, because cost profiles become less complex.
We next investigate the algorithm’s performance for each of the different query sets. We
report the same numbers limited to non-trivial queries. A query is denoted as trivial if there
is exactly one optimal route which is also optimal when ignoring all driving restrictions.
Table 3 depicts the results. Clearly, the query set has a strong influence on the running time
of the algorithm. Average running times range from ten milliseconds to one second when
looking at all queries. However, median query times are significantly smaller. The reason for
this is that our algorithm can answer trivial queries in a few milliseconds or less. Due to the
perfect potentials, the algorithm only traverses the optimal path. Once the destination is
reached, because of the target pruning, all other vertices in the queue are skipped and the
algorithm terminates. Excluding trivial queries, we get a clearer picture of the algorithm’s
performance when solving the harder part of the problem.
For the query sets B1 and B2, only 4% to 5% of the queries have to deal with driving
restrictions. This is mostly due to closures for individual roads in certain cities and not
country-wide driving bans. When the planning horizon begins later at 18:00 (B3 and B4),
we get around twice as many non-trivial queries. These are primarily caused by the night
driving bans in Austria and Switzerland. Road closures and country-wide driving bans lead
to different optimal routes. When there is a road closure on the shortest path ignoring any
driving restrictions, we often have two optimal routes. One which takes a (small) detour
around the closure, and one waiting at the source until the closed road opens and then taking
that slightly shorter path. Thus, we have two routes with very similar driving times but
(often vastly) diverging arrival times. When dealing with night driving bans, we get more
optimal results with different trade-offs as in the example of Figure 2.
Increasing the length of the planning horizon to two days leads to more non-trivial queries,
more optimal routes per query, and a greater deviation in arrival time. The reason are routes
with a travel time longer than 24 hours which were not valid for the shorter planning horizon.
Even when we restrict ourselves to queries with non-trivial results, running times still vary
depending on the query set. Average and median deviate not as strong as when considering
all queries, but the distribution of running times is still skewed by a few long running queries,
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Table 3 Query statistics for all six query sets. First, for all queries. Second, only for non-trivial
queries. A query is denoted as trivial if there is exactly one optimal route which is also optimal when
ignoring all driving restrictions. All numbers are averages unless reported otherwise. The arrival
time deviation column contains the average of the difference between earliest and latest arrival time
among all optimal routes for all queries. The routes column contains the number of optimal routes.
Query Optimal Arrival time Running time
share Routes deviation Avg. Median
Set Planning horizon [%] [#] [h:mm] [ms] [ms]
A1 Mon. 18:00, 1 day 100.0 2.86 2:17 529.4 266.3
A2 Mon. 18:00, 2 days 100.0 3.54 3:19 648.1 405.6
B1 Fri. 06:00, 1 day 100.0 1.04 0:10 10.0 0.6
B2 Fri. 06:00, 2 days 100.0 1.08 0:16 79.5 0.7
B3 Fri. 18:00, 1 day 100.0 1.13 0:08 205.8 0.6
B4 Fri. 18:00, 2 days 100.0 1.32 0:20 1 028.1 0.7
O
nl
y
no
n-
tr
iv
ia
l A1 Mon. 18:00, 1 day 67.5 3.82 3:13 764.1 560.6
A2 Mon. 18:00, 2 days 72.0 4.53 4:37 899.2 655.0
B1 Fri. 06:00, 1 day 4.1 2.19 4:10 42.5 6.6
B2 Fri. 06:00, 2 days 4.8 2.76 5:43 1 105.6 35.8
B3 Fri. 18:00, 1 day 9.2 2.73 1:25 1 359.0 475.2
B4 Fri. 18:00, 2 days 11.6 3.79 2:51 5 819.4 1 947.2
especially on set B4. The reason for this is that the running time heavily depends on the
types and lengths of driving restrictions in the search space. The Saturday driving ban in
Italy causes heavy outliers in B4 (but also B2 and B3), when the destination lies in an area
blocked for most of the planning horizon. This causes the algorithm to explore large parts of
the graph, until the driving ban is over. The worst of these queries took 49 seconds to answer.
Nevertheless, when looking at query sets A1 and A2, we clearly see that the algorithm can
answer queries affected by country-wide night driving bans in less than a second.
7 Conclusion
We have introduced a variant of the shortest path problem where driving on edges may be
forbidden at times, both driving and waiting entail costs, and the cost for waiting depends
on the rating of the respective location. The objective is to find a Pareto set of both quickest
paths and minimum cost paths in a road graph. We have presented an exact algorithm for
this problem and shown that it runs in polynomial time if the cost for driving is the same as
for waiting in an unrated location. With this algorithm, we can solve routing problems that
arise in practice in the context of temporary driving bans for trucks as well as temporary
closures of roads or even larger parts of the road network.
Our experiments demonstrate that our implementation can answer queries with realistic
driving restrictions in less than a second on average. There are a few slow outlier queries
when the destination vertex lies in a blocked area. A promising angle to improve this could
be to study bidirectional variants of our algorithm. We exploit Contraction Hierarchies to
efficiently obtain good A* potentials. The algorithm can also be used in a dynamic (or live
or online) scenario when combined with Customizable Contraction Hierarchies [8]. A natural
extension of our problem at hand is to consider time-dependent driving times or rules for
truck drivers that enforce a break after a certain accumulated driving time.
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